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Simulation du fonctionnement des usines d'eau lourde -

moyen analytique puissant

par

A.I. Miller

Résume

Lorsque les usines d'eau lourde utilisant le procédé GS
(Girdler-Sulphide) ont été introduites au Canada, on pensait que leur
fonctionnement serait aussi peu complexe que le suggérait l'expérience
acquise aux Etats-Unis. Nous savons maintenant que la conception des
usines américaines avait été très conservative. L'orientation commerciale
de la conception des usines canadiennes a rendu ces usines beaucoup plus
sensibles aux conditions de fonctionnement. Ce facteur, ainsi que la
dimension accrue de nos installations, ont fait de la simulation sur
ordinateur un développement naturel et rentable pour analyser le
comportement des usines.

L'Energie Atomique du Canada, Limitée a mis au point une
série de simulations sur ordinateur pour décrire en régime stable toutes
les usines d'eau lourde canadiennes. La modélisation des conditions de
fonctionnatient de ces usines a prouvé que les descriptions par
simulation sont très précises. Par ailleurs, la modélisation fait
maintenant partie intégrante des évaluations industrielles touchant le
fonctionnement des usines et les décisions relatives aux dépenses en
capital.

La technique de la simulation a également beaucoup servi
pour la conception détaillée de l'usine Glace Bay reconstruite et de la
nouvelle usine La Prade. Cette technique a ouvert de nouvelles perspectives
pour la conception des usines et elle a suscité un changement radical dans
les diagrammes de circuits pour les futurs concepts ainsi que de nombreux
autres changements moins importants mais tout aussi valables.
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ABSTRACT

When GS (Girdler-Sulphide) heavy water plants were
first introduced to Canada it was believed that their operation
would be as uncomplicated as the US experience suggested. We
now appreciate that the American plants were very conservatively
designed. The more commercially conscious designs of Canadian
plants have proved to be much more sensitive to process conditions.
That, combined with the larger scale of our units, has meant that
computer simulation of their behaviour has been a natural and
profitable development.

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited has developed a family
of steady state simulations to describe all of the Canadian
plants. Modelling of plant conditions has demonstrated that
the simulation description is very precise and it has become
an integral part of the industry's assessments of both plant
operation and decisions on capital expenditures.

The simulation technique has also found extensive use
in detailed designing of both the rehabilitated Glace Bay and
the new La Prade plants. It has opened new insights into plant
design and uncovered a radical and significant flowsheet change
for future designs as well as many less dramatic but valuable
lesser changes.
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PROCESS SIMULATION OF HEAVY WATER PLANTS

- A POWERFUL ANALYTICAL TOOL

by

A.I. Miller

I. THE ORIGINS OF GS SIMULATION

The Chemical Engineering Branch of Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories has evolved
a capability to simulate the steady state behaviour of heavy
water plants. Our first experiences with simulation in
Chemical Engineering Branch date from before involvement of
AECL in the problems and, eventual, ownership of heavy water
plants was envisaged.

The original objective of simulation was development
of a simulation for process assessments of the extraction of
heavy water by the ammonia-hydrogen and, subsequently, amine-
hydrogen processes. This was indeed a fortunate co-incidence
since it would have been difficult to make up the two to three
years of lead time that had accumulated by the time the problems
were recognized in the Canadian production plants using the
H2S-H20 exchange GS process.

Initially, it was believed that Canadian plants were
really only scaled-up versions of the operating Savannah River
Plant of the then USAEC. In their early operation, problems
with stability of the sieve tray operation foaming, loading,
dumping obscured a deeper problem. But it gradually emerged
that tray efficiency in the Canadian plants was lower than had
been assumed. In retrospect, it is clear that the US evidence
from which high efficiencies were calculated was very uncertain.
Savannah River (end the rather briefly operated Dana plant)
both had a substantial excess of mass transfer trays and
therefore showed an undetectably weak influence of poor tray
efficiency. They were plants built for stategic purposes with
large margins of inbuilt redundancy. The more cost-conscious
Canadian plants had no such margins and the lower tray efficiencies
were exposed.

Two factors combined to make comprehensive under-
standing of plant behaviour economically mandatory: very
expansive plants with the attendant high cash flow rate and
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the unexpected sensitivity of the plants resulting from below
design tray performance. Treating heavy water as worth $200/kg,
extraction by a single first stage tower is worth in excess of
22 million dollars a year. Appearance of sufficiently power-
ful computers was opportunely co-incident with the start-up of
the first Canadian heavy water plants.

2. SIMULATION HOVELS

2. 7 In&io duct-ion

From almost the start of operation of GS plants for
heavy water extraction in Canada, digital simulation has been
used to study their performance. Several approaches were
followed to simulate the countercurrent flow vTith multiple
contacts found in the plants. They ranged from mathematical
representations of the long-established graphical methods to
iterative solutions, which handle the mass, deuterium, and
enthalpy balances in great detail. This paper deals with a
simulation of the latter type, developed at CRNL over the last
eight years. At least three factors have contributed to the
dominance of the more rigorous method even though it originally
had a very large appetite for computer time: (1) only a method
that is rigorous in detail can handle the effects of heat of
reaction (when deuterium is transferred between sulphide and
water species) at high deuterium concentrations; (2) the
programming has been steadily improved to the extent that an
order of magnitude drop in computation requirements has been
achieved; and (3) computation costs in general have been
declining relative to other costs.

2. 2 Tho. CRNL Mode.1

The CRNL modular simulation had its origin in a
programme developed at McMaster University some 10 years ago
(1) known as GEMCS. This works on the principle of a decomposi-
tion of a chemical plant into equipment elements performing
one of a number of standardized unit operations connected by
'streams'. These streams may have real physical analogues with
pipes carrying actual material or they may merely be information
transfer channels. Each of the equipment elements is called in
turn and performs the appropriate unit operation using the
'feed' information from connecting streams as well as information
belonging to that equipment element. For example, equipment
information might consist of the rules whereby a stream had to
be split. Iteration around the whole process network continues
until values achieve sufficient convergence. So there are two
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basic elements in the simulation: a stream matrix connects all
the pieces of equipment or unit operations needed to describe
the process. The elements of the stream matrix are passive
and are manipulated by the equipment elements in specified ways,
some of which are specific to a particular piece of equipment,
some to a type of equipment. Following the example in Figure 1
may clarify the technique.

This is a real fragment from a GS simulation involving
a dehumidifier (equipment 32) which is the part of the sieve
tray towers in which gas from the hot tower is cooled and
dehumidified before it passes to the cold tower. In the
actual plant, cooling of this gas stream is controlled by the
magnitude and return temperature of a recycle water flow (5)
which is cooled in both process-process (35) and process-
cooling water (37) exchangers. Precise control of '•.ae
temperature of the gas stream (7) leaving the dehuuidifier is
the primary objective. At the same time, the temperature
leaving the cooler must not fall too low or ice-like hydrogen
sulphide hydrate will form. Attention must also be given to
maximizing the recovery of heat in exchanger 35 and, in some
plants, to getting a high temperature in stream 4, the water
emerging from the bottom of the dehumidifier loop.

In the earliest versions of the simulation, the recycle
flow (5) and return temperature (of stream 11) were set by
trial and error to get the desired temperature of stream 7. So
equipment 33 would be assigned the simple information that a
specific flow be split from stream 3 and equipment 37 would
set the temperature of stream 11 at a value specific to that
element of equipment. Then, as part of the wider simulation,
equipment 31, 32, 33, 35 and 37 would be executed repeatedly
until such time as steady values were attained for the stream
parameters of temperature, pressure, flows of hydrogen sulphide
and of water, and the deuterium content of both chemical species.
Each pass around the network—referred to as a 'loop1—would
improve the values of the guessed inputs, in this fragment
stream 11.

We soon became aware that deuterium content is always
much the slowest converging of the stream parameters so the
time for simulation was not greatly increased if necessary flow
and temperature changes were: made as soon as their general
trends were obvious. So the dashed stream connexions on
Figure 1 were introduced to the simulation. As far as
equipment 33 and 37 are concerned, this introduces additional
input streams to these elements but they carry only information.
Stream 7 provides element 37 with the temperature of the remote
stream which, in the plant reality, is controlled by exchanger 37.
So the simulation can automatically mimic the plant by adjusting
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the output temperature of the recycle stream 11 to produce the
required temperature of gas feeding the cold tower, stream 7.
Although stream 11 cannot be allowed to fall below the hydrate
temperature, simulation—confirmed by plant experience—has
shown that it should be at a temperature close to this minimum
to achieve optimum heat economy in the plant. Accurate control
of the temperature of streams such as 11 has now become a plant
objective, hence the link providing information to equipment 33
from stream 11 allows the recycle flow (5) leaving that
equipment to be varied to achieve a specified temperature.

Splitter 33 and cooler 37 are now both making changes
that influence stream 111s temperature. To avoid confusion in
the convergence routines, these two potentially conflicting
influences on stream 11 are allowed to operate alternately
separated by five iteration loops free from any manipulation.
These five iteration loop pauses allow the effect, of variation
to work through the multi-tray dehumidifier and for the effects
of change to reflect back from units outside the fragment of
Figure 1.

'Reflection' from other units is the central problem
of this simulation. It is not a linear progression through a
series of equipment elements. The water output of the unit 32
(stream 3) affects its own water input (stream 2) while its gas
output (stream 7) enters the cold tower (outside Figure l's
fragment) and then changes stream 1 and hence 2. Below
Figure l's simulation fragment, stream 4 carries water to the
top of the hot tower and influences stream 6 profoundly, which
influences stream 4 and so on.

In a few instances, one can circumvent this problem
—thus one knows the ultimate temperature of stream 7 (because
it is specified by equipment 37) so one can make stream 7 an
output of model 37 for temperature only and arrange the
calculation order so that equipment 32 calculates the informa-
tion on stream 7 but subsequently has its estimate of temperature
overwritten by a call on element 37 before stream 7 is used as
input to an unrepresented element outside the fragment. But
that is an atypical situation. One must usually begin the
simulation with no better than workable guesses as to the
parameters of streams being encountered against the flow of
calculation order. One could reverse the order generally used
in these simulations, which is to follow liquid streams and
'guess' and then iterate on input gas streams. However, then
one has to guess just as many liquid inputs. Our experience
has shown that there is no magic order of element calculation
that produces faster convergence other than following either
the gas or the liquid streams in a logical sequence and never
calling any element more than once in a loop. This last point
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is not obvious a priori since some areas of the simulation
(and the real plants) take longer to reach steady state than
others but more frequent calls on elements in these slow con-
vergence areas has proved to be unproductive.

In both the real plants and their simulations,
predominance of recycle is of paramount importance. Because of
the extremely low concentration of deuterium in natural water,
very large flows must be circulated in the process for relatively
little product. In parts of a GS plant, recirculating flows of
deuterium can exceed the product flow by more than three orders
of magnitude. As a result of this, the higher concentration
stages of the real plants are sluggish in their response to
disturbance and can take a day or more to achieve quasi-equili-
brium of deuterium concentrations. With the simulation, not
only is there a great deal of recycle, but the iteration of
deuterium concentrations to steady state is exceedingly slow
and requires many thousands of loops around the entire process.

Figure 2 is a typical GS simulation flowsheet. However,
it projects an oversimplification since the tower models contain
anything from 2 to almost 100 sieve trays and these present
exactly the same problem at a local level as is presented by
recycle in the larger plant description. Each sieve tray has a
gas and a liquid countercurrent input and the calculation order
has to be against one of these streams. So in practice a mini-
simulation is performed by the tower model itself with the
calculation broken down into individual trays and the tray to
tray 'stream' information stored in a special array exactly akin
to the stream matrix of the plant simulation. For reasons of
stability against the propagation of round-off error, the
calculation inside this tower model alternates its calculation
order between up and down the tower. In practice, it is found
that round-off error can still cause unacceptable variation in
results on computers with short word lengths. (These simulations
are normally done on the CRNL Control Data Cyber machines, which
have 60-bit words.) Typically 80 to 150 elements of equipment
need to be called in sequence for 1000 to 2000 times to produce
a converged solution.

Both the magnitude of deuterium flows relative to the
product flow and the number of stages in a tower section could
be expected to bear on the difficulty of obtaining convergence.
This is indeed the case. The maximum impact of both factors
coincide in the highest stage of GS plants, that is the stage
producing about 15-25% D2O product. In terms of computer time
to converge a complete plant, convergence of this high stage
unit consumes around 907o of the total. This is the nemesis
of alternative simpler approaches to modelling the tower part
of the process. McCabe-Thiele and Kremser methods, for example,
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are only adequate where the operating and equilibrium lines are
essentially linear and it is for the high stage that such an
assumption cannot be made. Two factors cause this effect:
(1) high concentrations cause curving of the equilibrium line
as the concentrations of the initially predominant species,
light hydrogen or protium, becomes significantly less than
unity (Figure 3); and (2) the exchange reaction of deuterium
and protium between water and hydrogen sulphide has a small
heat of reaction (2366 J/mol HDO).

Careful inspection of Figure 3 shows the curvature
of the equilibrium lines—the two outer lines, the upper being
the hot tower and the lower the cold tower. The straight lines
inside the curves are operating lines showing the relation between
gas and liquid concentrations. They are bent as a result of the
designer's response to the problem which was to increase liquid
flow at higher concentrations by a recycle of water between hot
and cold towers.

In most circumstances, the heat of reaction effect
would be trivial since the temperature of the reacting gas and
liquid would be raised only about 0.8 K for even a 20% increase
in the liquid deuterium content (the exothermic direction of
the reaction). However, the sieve tray stack operates very like
a counterflow heat exchanger with repeated contacts bootstrapping
the temperature well inside the tower to levels that can easily
be 10 to 20 K above the temperatures of the feed streams.
(Figure 4 shows the idea.) One can visualize the tower as two
counterflow heat exchangers back to back with a small heat source
where they are in contact. However, in the tower case the two
incoming streams are swapped to become the outflowing streams in
the opposite unit. Of course with the exchange tower, there
are added complications because the reaction occurs on all trays
in the stack and the heat prodticed on one is added to the heat
produced on the next and so on. Figure 5 is an example of the
resultant temperature profile.

There are two computational consequences of these
effects. First, as I have already mentioned, simple approximate
solutions to the high stage tower do not work and, since this
represents the main demand on computation time, these simplified
approaches are of little value to this process. Second, the
solutions are no longer linear, which greatly complicates any
simultaneous solution of the problem.

There are also practical consequences since the heat
of reaction warms the whole cold tower—the cooling effect in
the hot tower turns out to be much less important. An important
role of the CRNL simulation has been provision of an accurate
model describing the situation in such a cold tower both to
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guide operators to optimum operation and to assess the effective
ness of means to diminish the influence of heat of reaction.

Temperature elevation where the heat is added depends
both on the amount of heat and on the size of the 'exchangers'.
In theory, even the smallest input of heat can attain any
desired temperature elevation provided the exchangers (or
tower) are made long enough.

3. USES OF SIMULATION

3. 1 Normal Plant

In recent years, plant simulations here cost 0.1 to
0.2 M$/a. This is an indication of the worth placed on
simulation by plant operators and, while it may seem quite
large, it would be covered, by, say, one year's increase in
extraction at the Bruce Heavy Water Plant of only about one-
eighth of one percent- Since many of the results of simulations
are permanently applicable, the benefits continue indefinitely.
Gains of half of one percent in plant extraction as a result of
individual simulations are not unusual. Because of the value
of heavy water, a pay off of simulation costs within one to
two months of its application would probably be a typical average.

Before, however, any attempts are made to influence
plant operation using the results of simulation, the accuracy
of the model has to be demonstrated. Figure 5 shows close
agreement between temperature measurements and simulated values for
the 3rd stage (the highest stage, where heat of reaction effects
are important) for Bruce1s E2 unit and the appropriate simulation.
This is as demanding a test as one can easily devise. Further
confirmation of the simulation's accuracy has to come, and has
come, from extended experience with its predictions of plant
response to variation in conditions. Some examples of simulations
pertaining to normal plant operations follow.

ofi VfiodiLct Conce.ntfl.at-Lon

One of the earliest uses of simulation dealt with the
effect of GS product concentration on deuterium extraction.
(The final enrichment for GS product (5 to 30% D2O) to reactor
grade (99.8% D20) is done by water distillation.) If the GS
product concentration is reduced, there is a fall in concentration
throughout the plant, including those of the effluents leaving
the first stages which means increased production. A major
component in this effect is the weakening heat of reaction in
stage 3 as concentrations fall. Another component is the overall
performance of a plant: a plant with an initially high recovery
of deuterium (in the sense of approach to the theoretical limits)
will be less influenced by changing product concentration than
one with lower recovery. High recovery and a redundency of sieve
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trays are different views of the same thing. Although
identical in design, the El and E2 units—for reasons as yet
unknown—exhibit different performances and establishing these
performance levels was one of the initial tasks for the simula-
tion. Equations for the two Bruce units (under slightly
different process conditions which make the absolute extractions
not comparable) give extraction functions:

El, P = 0.71536 - 2.6155 x 10"" X - 3.9583 x 10~8 x"

E2, P = 0.76986 - 2.6257 x 10~* X - 2.1689 x 10"8 X1'

where P is extraction in mol/s
X is mole % concentration of third stage product

Almost by inspection one can see that El has twice the sensitivity
of E2, although the real difference between the units with
comparable conditions is only around 8% in extraction. In other
words, extraction in El will change by twice as much as that in
E2 for a given change in GS product concentration.

Glace Bay is about three times yet more sensitive even
though it operates at around half the GS product concentration
of the Bruce units.

While there is very limited short-term freedom to
manipulate GS product concentration—it essentially floats to
a level where the GS and finishing units are in balance—it is
the key input to any decisions to upgrade the finishing capacity,
either locally or remotely, or to modify a GS unit to remove
heat of reaction. As an example of such decisions, both
Port Hawkesbury and Glace Bay are currently able to justify
production of about 94% product from their finishing units
with the final concentrating performed in electrolytic units
at Chalk River, thus substantially reducing the GS product
concentration at which each overall plant capacity balance is
obtained.

Run-down Re.tu.in

A common feature of an operating heavy water plant
is the return of partly enriched water that has been removed
from the system during upsets. Studies of this for Bruce
showed that the effectiveness of the return depended, as
usual, on current plant conditions but that the effect could



be quantified as the sum of two effectively linear components,
one describing the rate of return of deuterium, the other one
the rate of return of protium. Naturally, protium returned
near the feed and effluent end of the plant has a small influence
but its return to regions of high deuterium content in the
process cascade has much more impact. Deuterium behaves in the
reverse manner. However, for any plant conditions and return
location, the effect of any return rate and concentration can
be predicted from only two simulations with the results
linearized in this two-component manner.

There are a number of situations such as the two
discussed above where the answers of simulation depend very
critically on performance of a GS unit but there are others
where simulation can provide generally applicable solutions
that need not be repeated. Two examples of these concern subtle
temperature effects and show the benefit of a description of the
process that is rigorous in all respects.

Optimal Cold-Tovtzti

Heat of reaction effects are confined to the highest
(concentration of deuterium) stage of a GS cascade but Joule-
Thomson cooling effects operate in the same amplified manner
in the lower stages. While the effects are weaker than those
from heat of reaction—typically 2 kelvins—this is a process
whose extraction of deuterium is sensitive to the extent of
between 1.5 and 2.6%/K in cold tower temperature. Cold tower
temperatures are limited near the point where the solid hydrate
begins to form (around 29°C at process pressures) and, although
the limiting lowest temperature appears to vary slightly with
process conditions, optimal location of the minimum is not
affected by the absolute level. The capacity of the simulation
for accurate description of a cold tower temperature profile
and its consequences in terms of deuterium extraction shows
that location of the minimum at the top tray of a cold tower
rather than at the optimal point around the eighth tray can
cut extraction by over 0.5%. Figure 6 shows two first stage
cold tower temperature profiles with extraction capacities
different by 0.5% although they have the same minimum
temperature.

Steam Economy and Vzhu.mÂ.dl{>-LQ.K Cool-ing

The fragment of simulation examined in Section 2.2 has
important implications for economy of steam usage. The initial
concept in simulation of description of only those units
impinging significantly on dueterium behaviour was extended to
the concept of a full description of the heat recovery network.
From this extended model, the simulation can be used to optimize
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use of steam input to the plant and a dominant factor in this
optimization has emerged as a very simple rule that dehumidifier
recycle temperature should be lowered from the traditional 26°C
to 23°C or lower. Steam economies in the 2-4% range, depending
on plant conditions, arise from this change and appear to have
been confirmed by Bruce experience. It translates to about
0.5% of product cost or an increase in hot tower temperature of
one kelvin worth about 0.75% increase in production.

Vzu.tQ.K-lu.rn ExtKaation and Plant Control

Normal control of a GS plant is maintained by scrutiny
of the concentrations near the middle of cold and hot towers.
In the Port Havkesbury and Bruce plants, the ratio of the mid-
cold to the mid-hot concentration is a sufficient control
indicator. For Glace Bay, a more complex flow connexion scheme
requires examination of the performance of each tower section
(cold or hot) individually using the end concentrations as
well as the mid-tower concentration.

For the simpler plants, simulation has established the
subtly different strategies that should be applied to maximize
production when the plant is either gas-flow or liquid-flow
limited. In the case of a water-limited plant, the objective
is to maximize depletion of deuterium from each unit of the
water feed; where gas-limitation exists, depletion can be
relaxed slightly by passing more water through the tower and
gaining more from increased throughput than is lost from reduced
depletion in each unit of the feed water flow. This is an
important distinction worth over 0.5% in total extraction
between the appropriate and inappropriate strategies.

For the more complex Glace Bay plant effective control
requires both the deuterium profile in each tower and a knowledge
of tray efficiencies. To obtain the latter from real plant
performance, the fact that flows are never completely optimized
in actual operation must be recognized. Thus, the simulation must
be used to fit performance to observed profiles both by varying
tray efficiency and by making minor adjustments to flow settings.

3. 2 Abnormal. Plant OpzA-at-ion

The rigour of the simulation is particularly useful
where plant operation is remote from design conditions. Many
strange conditions, both real and postulated, have been
simulated ranging from physical loss of a number of trays (through
severe local damage) at Port Hawkesbury to the very common
situation where Glace Bay operation can ccntinue despite a
tower shut-down with all but the affected tower operating and
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producing. One exotic simulation for Bruce studied a proposed
temporary operation without the second stage dehumidifier loop.

All of these situations represented quite practicable
operation and all required new process settings, which the
simulation was able to provide along with calculations of the
effect on plant extraction and—an important check on the
simulation—predicted shifts in deuterium profiles.

Glace Bay operation with a tower out of action
provided a particularly interesting situation. The plant
is designed with a single third stage fed by two separate
groups of towers, each of which has one second stage which
is integrated with first stage sections, and two separate
satellite first stages. If one satellite stage is not
operating, the extraction by that group is naturally decreased
but the simulation shows that the new lower level of extraction
can be augmented by typically 3% by deliberately setting
unbalanced flows between the two groups and the third stage.
The extraction of the two-tower group is further depressed but
to the larger benefit of the intact three-tower group.

3. 3 Plant £x.pe.nim<inta.tion.

Tests of and input information for simulations are
derived from the normal operation of the plants but there have
been three situations where simulation has played a role in
special manipulations of plant conditions.

Cotde.n Ccld

From long experience, the Bruce plant had established
cold tower temperature minima at which they safely operated with
little of the instability associated with low cold tower
temperature at high pressure. However, analysis of the plant's
(limited) temperature sensors indicated fairly common excursions
to lower temperatures and a plant experiment was devised to
probe the low temperature limit on a tower specially instrumented
for experiments. The rigorous temperature calculations of the
simulation were essential both to specifying the changes to
plant conditions for each step of this experiment and to
analysing the results. Table 1 shows the agreement achieved
between simulation and measurement. This is not quite as
convincing evidence as the figures suggest since the tray 54
thermocouple was attributed a plausible 0.45 K error throughout,
but the internal agreement in the upper half of the tower is
remarkable.
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Colde.fi do.hu.midi jinn Rztufin

The dehumidifier recycle return temperature discussed
in Section 3.1 was also investigated experimentally to establish
the validity of theoretical predictions that 20°C operation was
possible without hydrate formation. Simulation was again
valuable in specifying the operating conditions and predicting
the temperature response in the dehumidifier.

Tfiay Ehhic.io.nc.ij Vtto.Kmina.tion

Evaluation of normal plant performance cannot separate
the performance of cold and hot tower trays because the flow
ratio of liquid to gas cannot be established with sufficient
absolute accuracy. In theory, absolute accuracy can be dispensed
with if at least two different flow ratios are used and their
relative relationship determined.

A series of experiments at Bruce and a recent one at
Glace Bay have established both that the method works and that
the results cannot be analysed without the simulation. This
experimental technique is providing valuable insight into tray
performance, which is leading to improved design of trays for
both existing and new plants. In early 1977 extensive weir
height changes in most of the Bruce El unit were cancelled
when the results of one of these experiments established that
the El unit was deficient in the hot towers rather than in the
cold towers where the changes had been planned.

3. 4 PZant Modification.

The ultimate application of simulation to any plant
involves modifying the plant in the light of the knowledge
gained. This phase is just being entered. Modifications are
now underway to the Glace Bay water distillation finishing unit
based on the simulation's assessment of the benefit to extrac-
tion that would come from augmenting this unit's performance.

Bruce's later GS units—still under construction—have
coolers to counter third stage heat of reaction and similar
modifications are likely to be made to existing plants.

3.5 Plant Vziign

For the designs of both the reconstructed Glace Bay
and the La Prade heavy water plants, Canatom MHG used the
CRNL simulation extensively. For Glace Bay where the existing



tower shells were a severe constraint, the simulation helped
distribute trays optimally between cold and hot towers and
between mass and heat transfer sections. For the La Prade
plant, simulation was used to devise a very simple two-stage
design, which was the final choice for the plant.

4. FUTURE PLANTS

Our understanding of the operation of existing plants
has increased steadily from the time that the first Canadian
plant began operation in 1970. We have in a sense come full
circle from the mistaken belief that the previous US experience
provided us with a full understanding of Canadian plants to a
more soundly based conviction that our understanding is indeed
adequate.

Along this way to understanding, the simulation has
played a substantial part and it has also provided a powerful
insight into subtleties of the GS process which have been
applied in part to the La Prade plant but whose full exploita-
tion will come in the next plant design.

One very important variation that we can expect to
apply is that of 'hot-feed'. By feeding water to the top of
the humidifier (where the gas is heated and humidified to hot
tower conditions) and not to the cold tower, we expect to be
able to increase plant extraction by 5% for very little penalty
in plant costs. Hot feed is not itself completely novel but its
application to increase extraction through using the humidifier
trays for mass transfer is. This innovation was dependent on
the rigour of the tower model to describe mass transfer in a
completely non-isothermal region.

FUTURE TJ.ENVS

This paper has confined its attention to steady-state
simulation of GS plants but we already have had some limited
experience with a dynamic simulation. This should ultimately
lead to similar benefits in upset and start-up conditions to
those experiences in more normal operation from steady-state
simulation.

In all of the plants, we anticipate that steam usage
will gradually be brought under closed loop control. Especially
for the more complex Glace Bay plant, on-line deuterium analysis
and supporting simulation appears to offer an attractive
extension of current applications for steady-state simulation.
Steady-state simulation has an important continuing role to
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play in further enhancing the performance and economy of opera-
tion of existing GS plants. Plant appreciation of the value
of simulation has prompted Ontario Hydro's Bruce plant and
AECL's Glace Bay plant to establish resident capability to use
the CRNL simulation through training in the simulation technique
while on attachment to Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories.

The analytical and conceptual insights provided by the
simulation will do much to enhance the design of future GS plants.
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TABLE 1

BEST ESTIMATE VALUES COMPARED TO SIMULATED VALUES

Simalatzd vulaa minus nbtimatud values In UC

Stt

1.1
2.1
2.2
2.3
1.4
2.5
2.6

Mean
Devia-
tion
Stan-
dard
Devia-
tion

TL7 TGI

-0.07
-0.27
-0.26
+0.30
-0.25
-0.80
-3.94

-0.11*

0.24

0
0

+0.01
+0.01
0

+0.01
+0.01

-0.05
+0.01
-0.13
-0.24
-0.08
-0.26
-0.22

Forced +0.14

0.13

TL9

+0.11
+0.24
+0.24
+0.22
+0.12
-0.14
+0.19

TJ-100- 1 ?

-0.19
0

-0.16
+0.09
-0.04
+0.01
-0.04

TL25

-0.12
+0.07
-0.03
-0.03
-0.05
+0.13
-0.05

TL54

-0.45
-0.45
-0.45
-0.46
-0.46
-0.46
-0.45

+0.14

0.13

-0.05

0.10

-0.01

0.08

Forced

* Except 2.5 and 2.6

NOTE: Feed is water feed. Numbers such as TL25 mean liquid on tray 25 (counting from
the top downward). TG means gas temperature, TI-100-11 measures liquid on tray 17.
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F I G , 1 SIMULATION FRAGMENT



in STAGE 2 D-L-. UH I T

FIGURE 2: La PradeHeavy Water Plant Simulation Flowsheet
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FIGURE 3: Equilibrium and Operating Lines Relating Gas and Liquid Deuterium
Concentrations at High Levels
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Heat

Exchanger X. E x ch a nge r

Hect

To we r Tow e r

FIGURE 4

HOW A TOWER OPERATES LIKE TWO HEAT EXCHANGERS

Temperature elevation where the heat is added depends
both on the amount of heat and or the size of the exchangers.
In theory, even the smallest input of heat can attain any-
derived temperature elevation provided the exchangers (or tower)
are made long enough.
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LIQUID TEMP. (°C)

5'r

52

50

38

L i n e g i v e s s i m u l a t i o n ; c i r c l e s a r e p l a n t d a t a .
C r o s s is g a s i n l e t t e m p e r a t u r e . T h e m e a n i n g o f
th e d a t a p o i n t h e r e is u n c l e a r a n d t h e c u r v e c a n
be e a s i l y m a n i p u l a t e d to p a s s t h r o u g h i t .

_L J_ _L
0 20 40 60 80

FLATES FROM TOP OF COLD TOWER

FIGURE S - LIQUID TEMPERATURE PROFILE

100 120
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